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Do-now: Working out equivalences
In each of these problems, draw in the bar whatever is on the left of the = sign, then change the picture to match what is
on the right, and write in the missing number on the right side of the = sign.

Fractions of an inch
Inches on a ruler are typically broken down in a very specific way that emphasizes halves most, then quarters, then
eighths, then sixteenths. Below are several examples of how to show a combination of fractions of an inch, by coloring
in halves on the level where the inch is split only in two, then quarters on the level where it is split into four, then
eighths on the next level, and so on.

On the inch measures below, fill in the fractions requested.

Writing the fraction in a different way
As I have shown below, there are several different combinations of fractions that lead to the same place. In other words,
all these combinations of fractions are equal to each other: they represent the same amount.

In each row below, show and write four different combinations of fractions that all measure the length shown by the
arrow.



In each of the rows above, circle the way that is the simplest way to represent that measurement - the one that takes the
least writing and is easiest to say.

Measuring with an inch ruler
Measure these boxes using an inch ruler, and write the width next to the box.

Measure out and draw a line with the following lengths:
a) 5 5/16 inch

b) 3 3/8 inch

c) 1 15/16 inch

d) 2 3/4 inch + 1 7/16 inch

e) 1 1/2 inch + 3 3/8 inch


